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Abstract 

 
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) presents distinctive opportunities for Indian cities to satisfy the encounters 

of speedy motorization, growing injustice, worsening price of the urban realm and environment transformation. 

The paper inspects as however Tod’s influence measures of walkable distance and fresh atmosphere, it displays 

the significance of ability to walk. 

The paper offers to you how growth is displeasing TOD for walkable and fresh environment. The objectives of 
this paper are to know the effects of TOD on “ability to walk” and how it can be enhanced and heightened, it also 

allows us to understand the impact of TOD on contamination of air and surroundings. This paper conjointly 

presents strategies to reduce traffic overcrowding and road misfortunes and mis happenings. It analyses these 

efforts and offers proposals for Indian towns to achieve growth that is extra targeted on to transportation than 

being adjacent to that. An associate degree example is that of Ahmedabad, where TOD was established, in return 

it made the city walkable and reduced the pollution therein space. 
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1. Introduction 

 
TOD is essentially an Evolution, micro or macro that is focused by a transit depot, and makes it entirely easy to 

access through the transit convenience, thereby making people to prefer more highly to walk and use common 

transportation. 

The implication of Transit-oriented development (TOD) is generally explained as jam- packed, mixed-use 

expansion inside walking distance (1600 m) of a transportation depot. TOD offers realm of interest together with 

accumulated transit patronage, reduced zonal over-crowding and contamination, and healthier, a lot of walkable 

localities. Neighborhood with a blend of each reasonable, low-cost, market-rate housing may also provide 

several benefits, like dropping revenue separation and providing economical weaker inhabitants with ease to 

maneuver up the skilled and customary hierarchy. Revenue from totally different resources, societies familiarized 

close to transits can accomplish not solely the diverse advantage of TOD, however conjointly also obtain 

symbiotic rewards that come from putting the two organized injunction. 

In Asian nation like India more than 10 cities are adopting for subway line, quite seven cities adopting for BRTS. 

The current policy theme acknowledge TOD as an awfully necessary development stooge e.g. approved files 

like Master Plans e.g. MPD-2021, Ahmedabad Master Plan, NUTP delegates Incorporated land use and transport 

planning, governmental level regulations like URDPFI regulations 2014. 
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2. Benefits of TOD 

 
Figure 1: Benefits of TOD In India 
 

 

 

The benefits of TOD are it offers openings for improvement of developments of neighborhoods, it causes the 

creation of a lot of street activity and buzz around the location of transportation depots. It even reduces the 

frequency at which society relies on personal vehicles. Transit development inspire public activities and 

happenings with construction of town gardens and grounds, performing spots for entertaining purpose and 

recreation. TOD has reduced the cost of transportation for several people. 

 
 

3. Limitations of Research 

 
This analysis is restricted to Ahmedabad town space as a case study because the area has been referred to as a 

zone that is appropriate to investigate the aim of this paper. Another reasons for me selecting this zone is that 

Ahmedabad is amongst the primary and traditional cities in Asian continent in India to start out adopting TOD 

and It also presents an area choked with business enterprise and full of tourism and attractions. Ahmedabad 

incorporate principal pedestrian individuals, these people are typically customers, then guests, street musical 

groups, and few hawkers and rehri’s, it has a decent strength of scholars, management workforces, employees 

and others. 

The study is additionally constrained to assess those modules which add up to assemble the inhabitants of that 
zone choose to walk in the metropolitan center assessing the ability to walk from the standards for an 

affability setting. Henceforth, this limitation implies that it’s the conception and thoughts of the assorted 

pedestrians within the town that is being examined rather than of those characteristics of the habitat surroundings 

features in making a place more walkable. 

4. Study Area 

 

Ahmedabad 

 

Ahmedabad in India is the seventh biggest metropolis within the second most inhabited country in Asia and 

therefore the largest Urban in the Gujarat state. According to the Indian Census conducted in 2011, it’s a group 

of quite fifty-five hundred thousand within the town limits and sixty-three hundred thousand inside the urban 

accumulation. It is situated by the strategic city to metropolis industrial passageway that generate large volume 

of potential for individuals to come back and investment, development both economically and infrastructure.  

Within the last nine years that is 2010, a famous magazine conducted a survey in which they rated the city of 

Ahmedabad as collectively of the quickest flourishing cities in the world at the moment, it comes after the 2 

Chinese cities of Chengdu and Chengqing (Kotkin, 2010). 

The chart presents the 

benefits of TOD. 

The benefits of mixed- 

income neighborhoods 

with relation to 

additional benefits of 

mixed-income TOD 
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5. Results and Discussion 

 

Ahmedabad is an appropriate instance to a gradual approach to the applying of TOD. After clamber with the 

ridership reducing on a general individuals transportation system, Ahmedabad has launched a Bus mass Rapid 

Transit i n  t h e s e  f e w  y e a r s  that is successfully quoted to as ‘Janmarg’. The operating accomplishment 

of the Janmarg has shaped the usage of regulation orders that influence on the Bus Rapid Transit system to own 

an impact on TOD. This town’s objectives are to constrain over population by encouraging a city structure which 

is compact and feature a higher density in areas that have suitable approach to the general public transportation. 

Ahmedabad’s growth set up has laid much emphasizes on high densities, and areas with mixed land-use, public 

transportation systems, and a pedestrian system that features a rigid grid movement network and even have a 

market driven approach to land management for developing the city’s Central Business District (CBD). 

The Ahmedabad Municipal Transport Service (AMTS) was set up in the year 1947 as one of the original 
metropolitan transport establishments in India. Forthcoming in the year 2005, the transport service in 

Ahmedabad by Municipality, count of buses had diminished to five hundred twenty-one from six hundred fifty 

that was in the year 1992 and the steady measure shrinked to three hundred ninety thousand which is more than 

50 % decline, and the entire technique of general transport arrangement in Ahmedabad firm at 15% as of 

nowadays. 

The Rising Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Ahmedabad City alongside with the hasty increase in the number 
of people having private vehicles parked the cities heads to search out various ways to rescind the reduction of 

average percentage of public transport in the city. Agreeing to the actual fact that commuters aren’t being happy 

due to the deficient level of services provided to them and therefore the discomfort they get for experiencing the 

Ahmedabad MRT buses. The people answerable took the implementation of a transportation which is of high 

profile and great quality in the form of Janmarg BRTS (Ahmedabad Bus Rapid Transit System) underneath 

the JnNURM (Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission) plan in the year 2005. 
 

Figure 2: BRT and MRT (proposed) network in Ahmedabad 

 

The main objectives of the Ahmedabad Bus Rapid Transit System were to create walkable space and road space 

for pedestrians, those who commute on cycles and roadside sellers, and to provide on-street parking for motorist, 

and most significantly to deliver a maintainable and well-organized reliable BRTS facilities for commuters. 

 
 

In Ahmedabad, Flora was planted by the street edges, gardens, outdoor play area and patios in order to d e s i g n  

a peaceable, appealingly attractive setting. Trees planted by the greenbelt has made the way people live much 

better it has brought natural components and wildlife animals into the urban surroundings in the city. The citizens 

of zone sometimes gather around the braid on the shade doing their varied out-door and open-air doings with 

family and admired ones. In the neighborhood you will find few very long-standing old kinds of trees that aided 

as land mark traditionally and it provides pride greatly for the people of the city. 

The use of TOD has made it attainable to use braid to deflect daylight and cut back the warmth and heat island 
effect caused by the pavements, trading and commercial structures. 

The Trees that were being planted also enhance air superiority, oxygen and the environment and it also enhances 

the quality of air which individuals of city breathe, the trees over an extended period contributes to climate 

enhancement. It conserves the soil of the city and also aids as a technique of water preservation and supporting 

fauna of the town. As we know During photosynthesis process, trees take in carbon dioxide we breathe out and 

produce the oxygen which we breathe in. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, “One acre of forest 

absorbs six tons of carbon dioxide and puts out four tons of oxygen. This is sufficient to fulfill the yearly 

requirements of 18 people.” 

The flora also helps in filtering and straining the air and eliminating contaminants and pollutants such as dirt 

and CO, NO2 and SO2. The plantation of greeneries, shrubs and plants will stop microorganisms, microbes and 

elements which are unhealthy and then the rain falls will wash them away to the grounds from the drains.Figure 

3: Pollution charts in various Indian cities Ahmedabad 
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One of the essentials that regulates the microclimate of the city is the fauna, it moderates the effects caused by 

the sun the rain and also the wind. The leaves absorb and filter the radiant energy caused by the sun keeping the 

city relatively cool when it is summer. The trees help in preserving the warmth by providing cover from very 

harsh winds. Apart from detecting the wind direction and wind speed, they shield the people of Ahmedabad 

from various precipitation like hail, sleet and rainfall. The Trees in the city helps in reducing the temperature of 

air and also lower the amount of intense heat of the greenhouse influence by sustaining a declined degree of 

CO2. Equally above and below the ground level trees are very important in the ecosystem they are situated. 

Those trees with deep roots fight erosion and hold the soil tight. 

Those Trees in Ahmedabad absorb and conjointly store the storm water which cuts the overflow and chance of 

swamping due to floods. This supports the smart services such as ground water recharge it makes it difficult to 

have less water in Ahmedabad, this also reduces the transport of chemicals into streams and reduces the risk of 

swamping due to floods. With the provision of TOD good services in terms of sewage and electrical supply 

drainage systems. 

Conclusion 

 

Urbanization also called urban drift is the physical growth of an urban metropolitan area due to the result of 

global development or the increase in number of people much more concentrated in urban areas. 

The Urbanization in India started accelerating after India had their independence in 1940, because of the 

country’s agreement to have a mixed economy it gave a enormous rise in the development of their private 

segment. India is one of those countries which is urbanizing at a very fast pace. 

The use of Transit Orientated Development in Ahmedabad has made it possible for easy movement of people 
from one place to another. TOD has amplified the Gross Domestic Product of the city. Because of the trees 

planted it has made it possible for people to sit outside under the shades. The tress has made the shop keepers 

vendors more comfortable in carry out their day-to-day activities. It created a peaceful, aesthetically pleasing 

environment. The use of TOD made it possible for authorities to balance the people with vehicles in the city. It 

also reduced air pollution by providing quality air to the people of Ahmedabad. It has made soil around the 

roadside stronger because of the Trees planted. TOD is a good foundation in building new cities because of what 

it provides as we have seen in Ahmedabad. 
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